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ABSTRACT
The Jeans analysis is often used to infer the total density of a system by relating the
velocity moments of an observable tracer population to the underlying gravitational
potential. This technique has recently been applied in the search for Dark Matter in
objects such as dwarf spheroidal galaxies where the presence of Dark Matter is in-
ferred via stellar velocities. A precise account of the density is needed to constrain the
expected gamma ray flux from DM self-annihilation and to distinguish between cold
and warm dark matter models. Unfortunately the traditional method of fitting the
second order Jeans equation to the tracer dispersion suffers from an unbreakable de-
generacy of solutions due to the unknown velocity anisotropy of the projected system.
To tackle this degeneracy one can appeal to higher moments of the Jeans equation.
By introducing an analog to the Binney anisotropy parameter at fourth order, β′ we
create a framework that encompasses all solutions to the fourth order Jeans equations
rather than the restricted range imposed by the separable augmented density. The
condition β′ = f(β) ensures that the degeneracy is lifted and we interpret the sepa-
rable augmented density system as the order-independent case β′ = β. For a generic
choice of β′ we present the line of sight projection of the fourth moment and how it
could be incorporated into a joint likelihood analysis of the dispersion and kurtosis.
The framework is then extended to all orders such that constraints may be placed to
ensure a physically positive distribution function. Having presented the mathematical
framework, we then use it to make preliminary analyses of simulated dwarf spheroidal
data leading to interesting results which strongly motivate further study.
Key words: galaxies: kinematics and dynamics– dwarf–Local Group –cosmology:
dark matter
1 INTRODUCTION
The favoured ΛCDM model of cosmology is consistent with
a large invisible non-baryonic component of matter. To in-
fer its existence astronomers thus look for the gravitational
effect of its significant mass upon luminous tracer objects or
for the observable products of DM annihilation and/or decay
such as gamma rays (Gunn et al. 1978; Stecker 1978) which
have been used in recent searches (e.g Abdo et al. 2010) for
dark matter. In both instances the density distribution of
the system is critical with the Earth-incident flux of anni-
hilation products dependent not only on model-dependent
properties derived from particle physics (see e.g. Pieri et al.
2009) but also on the square of the density distribution of
dark matter within the source. This is encoded in what is
known as the astrophysical J-factor which can be written
⋆ thomas.d.richardson@kcl.ac.uk
† malcolm.fairbairn@kcl.ac.uk
(Walker et al. 2011),
J(θint) =
4π
d2
∫ θintd
0
r2ρ2dm(r)dr (1)
where d is the distance to the source, ρdm(r) is the local den-
sity of dark matter and θint is the integration angle which
is related to a given solid angle of the source via ∆Ω =
2π(1−cos θint). The quadratic dependence upon the density
introduces a very significant and DM model independent
contribution to the flux which makes the choice of astro-
physical source critically (Walker & Penarrubia 2011) im-
portant for optimising DM searches. Though one might ex-
pect that the galactic center would provide the strongest sig-
nal, the strong and chaotic astrophysical backgrounds make
it arguably less favourable than dwarf spheroidal galaxies
(dSphs) of the local group which have been identified as
having a large mass-to-light discrepancy (Aaronson 1983)
suitable for dark matter searches (Lake 1990; Evans et al.
2004). This, in conjunction with their relative proximity to
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earth, makes them natural laboratories for DM and in recent
years it has been possible to obtain samples of stellar posi-
tions and velocities (e.g Walker et al. 2009) that are large
enough for statistical treatment. Since the typical angular
resolution of gamma ray telescopes is larger than the angu-
lar size on the sky of dwarf spheroidal galaxies (Abdo et al.
2010), it turns out that the J-factor is not extremely sensi-
tive to the distribution of dark matter in the core of dwarf
spheroidals, although in the event of a signal being observed
we would ideally want a better indication of the J-factors
than the range of current estimates which vary over about
an order of magnitude.
Another reason why it is important to study the centre
of dwarf spheroidals is to probe another aspect of dark mat-
ter, namely its primordial velocity. In the cold dark matter
hypothesis the kinetic energy of dark matter at the start of
structure formation is some very small fraction of its rest
mass energy (Hofmann et al. 2001; Green et al. 2004) and
the smallest structures above this free streaming scale are
the first to form. In models of hot dark matter (see e.g.
Doroshkevich et al. 1980) dark matter begins completely rel-
ativistic and the largest structures form first. A (rather finely
tuned) compromise between these two extremes is the idea
of warm dark matter (Bond et al. 1982) where dark matter
is not created with highly relativistic velocities, but never-
theless with significant velocities, meaning that the normal
growth pattern of cold dark matter proceeds only above a
length scale related to the free streaming length correspond-
ing to the initial velocity. This idea has been invoked to
explain the lack of predicted satellites of the Milky Way
(Moore et al. 1999) as well as some interpretations of tracer
populations in dwarf spheroidals wherein it is argued that
dark matter halos possess a significant core, possibly due to
some inherent initial kinetic energy (Gilmore et al. 2007).
At the same time, the importance of the role of baryons
upon dark matter density in the core of halos is becoming
increasingly clear (Governato et al. 2012). Whatever the un-
derlying physics, it is clear that we would like to be able to
interpret the stellar velocity dispersion in such objects more
effectively.
To infer the DM density from the kinematic data the
Jeans analysis is used to relate the joint distribution of tracer
stars’ positions and velocities to the underlying potential of
the system. Traditionally the second order Jeans equation
(Binney & Tremaine 2008) is used to generate the veloc-
ity dispersions for a set of input parameters including the
potential which is then fitted to the dSph data with a like-
lihood analysis by radially binning the line of sight veloci-
ties for the variance and assuming Gaussianity. It has long
been known however (Dejonghe 1987; Merritt 1987) that this
analysis may not be used to uniquely specify the potential
for anisotropic systems for which the variances of the radial
and tangential velocity components are not equal. As it is
only possible to observe the projected quantities along the
line of sight, the intrinsic dispersions of the system are con-
volved such that there is a degeneracy of indistinguishable
solutions to the Jeans analysis. Indeed it has been shown
that the observed line of sight dispersion can be generated
by any given parameterisation of the anisotropy parameter
(Evans et al. 2009) thus leaving the potential almost com-
pletely unconstrained. This is the so-called Jeans degeneracy
problem which is the main subject of this work.
A discussion of the higher order moments is presented
herein with a mathematical description of how they enter
the Jeans analysis and what assumptions are required to
ensure that the Jeans degeneracy is solved or at least par-
tially lifted. This is then placed into the practical context
of a joint likelihood analysis of the variance and kurtosis in
dwarf spheroidal galaxies. We evaluate the contribution by
 Lokas (2002) in establishing a model for the kurtosis that
may be used to lift the degeneracy ( Lokas et al. 2005) and
extend the method to general anisotropy as proposed by An
(2011b) with the separable augmented density system.
To simplify the mathematical description of the higher
order Jeans equations there has been much success in the
literature since the advent of the augmented density formal-
ism by Dejonghe (1986). Whilst an application (Dejonghe
1987; Baes & van Hese 2007) of this method has gener-
ally been limited to models (Plummer 1915; Hernquist
1990) with particularly simple potential-density pairs, the
recent work of An (2011b) demonstrates for generic density
and anisotropy that a separable system (Ciotti & Morganti
2010) solves the Jeans degeneracy problem completely by
specifying moments at all orders with the potential and
anisotropy parameter alone. This is however by no means
a general solution and without a strong physical motivation
its practical use is difficult to evaluate. An alternative hier-
archy of pseudomoments (King 1965) in spherical systems
(Amendt & Cuddeford 1994), tailored to minimise the in-
creasing dependence of standard moments to the tails of the
distribution, breaks the degeneracy with physical arguments
for weak nonisothermality. A key issue with the pseudomo-
ment method is accessibility of the observable standard mo-
ments which has not yet been shown to be universal. With
practical intent we thus persist with the standard moments
for direct comparison with the data.
Recently there have been a number of alternative
original methodologies presented for breaking the degen-
eracy. Walker & Penarrubia (2011) and Amorisco & Evans
(2012a) utilise the existence of chemodynamically distinct
stellar populations in the Fornax and Sculptor galaxies to
exploit the robustness of the mass profile to degenerate
anisotropy at the stellar half radius and are able to de-
rive an estimate of the mass slope Γ = d logM/d log r
that places stringent constraints on cusped density pro-
files. When taken at face value this observation, together
with the additional apparent problem of missing satellites
(Pen˜arrubia et al. 2012), is in tension with the ΛCDMmodel
(although the role of baryons in the shaping the inner core
of dark matter halos is very complicated (Governato et al.
2012)). Though powerful this method relies on multiple pop-
ulations that may not exist in other dwarf spheroidals such
as Carina (Walker & Penarrubia 2011) and assumes Gaus-
sianity in the line-of-sight velocity profiles that is inconsis-
tent with the Jeans equations at orders higher than two.
Whilst an application of the Jeans analysis to multiple pop-
ulations is straightforward, at higher orders the number of
input parameters quickly becomes impractical and more im-
portantly still, splitting the population increases the errors
associated with limited sampling. One way to mitigate this
problem that is employed in the analysis of elliptical galax-
ies (see e.g Bender et al. 1994) is to use Gauss-Hermite mo-
ments (Gerhard 1993; van der Marel & Franx 1993) that ef-
ficiently measure the shape of the distribution with less ref-
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erence to the tails of the distribution than the traditional
kurtosis. An extension of this method to discrete data sets
(Amorisco & Evans 2012b) enables an efficient extraction of
non-Gaussian shape parameters suitable for an analysis of
dwarf spheroidals. Though such an analysis is statistically
preferable to conventional moment analysis it is difficult to
ensure that the parametrised prior distributions are both
physical and exhaustive. As hinted by Gerhard (1993) it
would be interesting to see whether a Jeans-like analysis to
the Gauss-Hermite moments is viable which would ensure
that the shape parameters are fitted to equilibrated sys-
tems. If information from non-Gaussianities can break the
degeneracy then we choose as a simple first step to investi-
gate what the well-established Jeans formalism can tell us
for spherically symmetric systems such as dwarf spheroidal
galaxies. Numerical methods such as the orbit-superposition
algorithm (Schwarzschild 1979) have also recently been ap-
plied to dwarf spheroidal galaxies (see for e.g Breddels et al.
2012; Jardel & Gebhardt 2012) that make no assumption on
the form of the anisotropy and guarantee physical distribu-
tion functions thus providing an interesting complement to
the weaknesses of the traditional analytic methods described
above.
The layout of our paper is as follows. In section 2 we
review the mathematics behind the Jeans equation and line
of sight calculations. To utilise the constraining power of
the fourth order statistics we are thus motivated to pro-
vide the full analytical set of fourth order solutions which is
achieved with the introduction of an analog to the Binney
anisotropy parameter at fourth order. This is outlined in
section 3 wherein we show how to construct a generic model
for the projected fourth order moment to be incorporated
into a joint likelihood analysis, extending to full general-
ity the over-constrained method employed by  Lokas et al.
(2005). In section 4 we outline the joint likelihood analysis
of dispersion and kurtosis that through the Jeans equations
allows a fit of the density and anisotropy parameters to mo-
ments extracted from LOS velocity data. Section 5 sees the
method tested for a set of simulated dwarf spheroidal data
sets and as a proof of concept we contrast directly the per-
formance of the traditional and joint analysis in constraining
the anisotropy and crucially the density parameters. Finally
we will make some concluding remarks and outline our fu-
ture research program.
2 PRELIMINARY
2.1 Moments of the Distribution Function
In the study of stellar systems, a 6-dimensional function f
is used to specify the distribution (Jeans 1915) of stars in
position and velocity space. For a spherically symmetric sys-
tem this is related to the underlying gravitational potential
Φ(r) by the time-independent and collisionless Boltzmann
equation (Merrifield & Kent 1990),
∂f
∂t
= vr
∂f
∂r
+
(
v2θ + v
2
φ
r
− dΦ
dr
)
∂f
∂vr
+
1
r
(v2φ cot θ − vrvθ) ∂f
∂vθ
(2)
− 1
r
(vφvr + vφvθ cot θ)
∂f
∂vφ
= 0.
Multiplying (2) by vlrv
m
θ v
n
φ and then integrating over all ve-
locities restates it in terms of its true velocity moments
νv2ir v
2j
θ v
2k
φ =
∫
v2ir v
2j
θ v
2k
φ f(r,v)d
3v. (3)
where ν(r), as an effective zeroth moment that marginalises
the distribution function in velocity space, is the local den-
sity of stars. Due to the spherical symmetry of the system
it is trivial to show by averaging over the azimuthal angles
that the odd moments vanish and that many of the true
even moments are related by constant prefactors. To make
the notation more compact we again follow the example of
Merrifield & Kent (1990) and introduce the intrinsic mo-
ments of the tangential velocity vt = (v
2
θ + v
2
φ)
1/2,
v2ir v
2j
θ v
2k
φ =
1
π
B(j +
1
2
, k +
1
2
)v2ir v
2(j+k)
t (4)
where B(x, y) is the Beta function. In the subsequent anal-
ysis we find that it is not necessary to explicitly refer to the
true moments at any stage and to simplify the mathematics
the tangential moments will be used exclusively from here
on in.
2.2 Jeans Equations
To isolate the second order moments i.e the radial and
tangential dispersions which in practice have the small-
est statistical errors, the Boltzmann equation is tradition-
ally multiplied by vr and integrated over all velocities
(Binney & Tremaine 2008) to give,
d(νσ2r)
dr
+
2β
r
νσ2r + ν
dΦ
dr
= 0. (5)
where ν(r) is the local stellar density, Φ(r) is the gravita-
tional potential that depends on the total density of the
system ρ(r) = ν(r) + ρdm(r) via,
Φ(r) =
4πG
r
∫ r
0
r2ρ(r)dr (6)
and the Binney anisotropy parameter (Binney & Tremaine
2008) β(r),
β(r) ≡ 1− σ
2
t (r)
2σ2r (r)
, (7)
measures the deviation of the dispersions from the isotropic
system (σ2r = σ
2
θ =
1
2
σ2t ) wherein all directions in velocity
space are equally probable1. For a dSph, where the mass-
luminosity ratios are often greater than 10 (Mateo 1998)
the dark matter component is very significant.
1 We choose for mathematical convenience to adopt the 2D tan-
gential dispersion rather than the 1D employed by e.g  Lokas
(2002) which accounts for the additional factor of 2.
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To illustrate the higher order analysis we consider first
the fourth order where multiplying equation (2) by v3r and
vrv
2
θ respectively relates the three intrinsic moments at
fourth order v4r , v
4
t and v
2
rv
2
t by the two fourth order Jeans
equations (Merrifield & Kent 1990),
d(νv4r)
dr
− 3
r
νv2rv
2
t +
2
r
νv4r + 3νσ
2
r
dΦ
dr
= 0 (8)
d(νv2rv
2
t )
dr
− 1
r
νv4t +
4
r
νv2rv
2
t + νσ
2
t
dΦ
dr
= 0. (9)
The advent of the augmented density system by Dejonghe
(1986) has greatly enhanced the mathematical description
of the Jeans analysis and it is within this framework that
the complete set of Jeans equations has been presented (An
2011a),
d(νv2pr v
2q
t )
dr
= −2
r
[
(q + 1)νv2pr v
2q
t − (p−
1
2
)νv2p−2r v
2q+2
t
]
−(2p− 1)νv2p−2r v2qt
dΦ
dr
. (10)
The number of equations at 2nth order is therefore n, the
number of permutations of (p, q) for which p + q = n and
1 ≤ p ≤ n, 0 ≤ q ≤ n. Each of the n moments at 2nth order
enter the derivative of a corresponding equation apart from
v2nt .
We also note that as the distribution function is linear
upon disassembling into M stellar sub-components, it fol-
lows from (3) that the composite moments are related to
the constituent moments via
νv2ir v
2j
t =
M∑
c=1
νc(v2ir v
2j
t )c (11)
where νc is the constituent stellar density that intuitively
weights the relative contribution from each sub-population.
One can then show that the Jeans equations are also lin-
ear and thus that solving a Jeans equation for a composite
distribution function is equivalent to simultaneously solving
the sum of equations for each individual population. Indeed
this must be true for stars orbiting in a common poten-
tial (like the dark matter dominated potential of a dwarf
spheroidal galaxy) else one could not arbitrarily select sub-
samples from the data that were equilibrated. For chemi-
cally distinct populations with different histories however
we reemphasise this point and retain the larger composite
population to reduce the sampling errors that are critical in
a higher moment analysis.
2.3 Projected Moments
Unfortunately due to the distant nature of astronomical ob-
jects the stellar positions and velocities may only be ob-
served along the line-of sight and rather than the true mo-
ments and the local density one must instead use the pro-
jected moments and the surface density profile Σ as functions
of the projected radius R. The surface density profile is the
projection along the line of sight of ν(r),
Σ(R) = 2
∫ ∞
R
ν(r)r√
r2 −R2 dr. (12)
which may be inverted directly via the Abel Inversion for the
local density. The component of the velocity along the line
of sight, which for convenience is chosen as the z-direction,
may be expressed as
vlos = vr cos(a)− vθ sin(a) = vr
√
1− R
2
r2
− vθR
r
. (13)
where sin a = R/r is the unobservable depth angle that de-
termines the extent to which each stellar velocity is radial
or tangential. Finding the projected moment at 2nth order
(see also Dejonghe & Merritt 1992) is akin to averaging over
the 2nth power of equation (13),
Σv2nlos(R) = 2
∫ ∞
R
(vr cos a− vθ sin a)2n ν(r)r√
r2 −R2 dr
= 2
∫ ∞
R
n∑
k=0
Cn,kv
2(n−k)
r v2kt
ν(r)r√
r2 −R2 dr (14)
and one thus requires all of the intrinsic moments to calcu-
late the projection with the coefficients,
Cn,k =
(
2n
2k
)
B(k + 1
2
, 1
2
)
π
(
1− R
2
r2
)n−k (
R2
r2
)k
. (15)
To simplify the projected dispersion the anisotropy parame-
ter is again introduced in place of the tangential dispersion,
Σσ2los(R) = 2
∫ ∞
R
(1− βR
2
r2
)
νσ2rr√
r2 −R2 dr (16)
such that specifying the potential and anisotropy parameter
is sufficient to first calculate the radial dispersion via equa-
tion (5) and then the projected moment for comparison with
observation. An explicit calculation of the projected fourth
moment
Σv4los(R) = 2
∫ ∞
R
(
C2,0v4r + C2,1v2rv
2
t +C2,2v
4
t
) ν(r)r√
r2 −R2 dr
(17)
C2,k =

(1− R2
r2
)2 k = 0
3R
2
r4
(r2 −R2) k = 1
3
8
R4
r4
k = 2
(18)
recovers the result in Merrifield & Kent (1990).
2.4 The Degeneracy Problem
The normal Jeans analysis, which approximates the distri-
bution function by its second order moments, has tradi-
tionally been the only viable means of modeling the lim-
ited sample sizes afforded by kinematic surveys of dwarf
spheroidal galaxies. Unfortunately it has been demonstrated
(e.g Merritt 1987) that the integral equation (16) can be
highly degenerate with no way of distinguishing the entan-
gled intrinsic dispersions. In a typical statistical treatment,
where a model for the dark matter density is fitted with
a hand-picked form of the anisotropy, there are numerate
parameter sets p = {β(r),Φ(r)} that yield identical line of
sight dispersions within statistical errors. As the anisotropy
parameter is a completely unknown degree of freedom it is
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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impossible to uniquely specify the potential with the line-
of-sight dispersion alone and such a treatment is liable not
only to imprecision but also to inaccuracy. With a recent
improvement in the data, there has been a renewed interest
in the higher order moments that may be used to distinguish
those parameter sets degenerate at second order. Unfortu-
nately whilst the fourth moment is practically within reach,
a theoretical problem persists. As suggested by An (2011a)
we note that at each successive order the Jeans analysis in-
troduces n+1 moments and only n constraining Jeans equa-
tions such that the intrinsic moments are not specified by the
second order parameters p. A minimal requirement to define
the system at fourth order is to specify one of the fourth
order moments or, in analogy with Binney’s anisotropy pa-
rameter, to specify the ratio of two. To lift the degeneracy
one additionally desires that the projected fourth moment
depend only upon the second order parameters such that a
new net constraint is added to the system without expanding
the parameter space. The anisotropy parameter in particu-
lar, whilst inherent to the dispersions, has no direct bearing
on the higher order moments without artificial insertion. It
can be concluded therefore that to utilise the higher order
moments one must present a new constraint to the system
via a simplifying assumption or empirical observation that
optimally ties the higher order moments to the anisotropy
parameter and thus may be used to constrain it. To lift
the degeneracy completely one requires all of the projected
moments which as proved by Dejonghe & Merritt (1992) is
equivalent to knowledge of the distribution function.
2.5 Incompatibility of Equilibrium and the
Assumption of Gaussian Velocity
Distributions
Whilst an additional constraint is required for unique so-
lutions to the fourth order Jeans equations, imposing more
than one over constrains the equations such that there is no
consistent equilibrium solution. If one assumes that the joint
distribution of radial and the tangential velocities is normal
and separable,
f(vr, vθ , vφ) =
1
(2π)3/2σ2θσr
exp
(
− v
2
r
2σ2r
− v
2
θ + v
2
φ
2σ2θ
)
(19)
then all higher orders are fixed. At fourth order the moments
follow from (2)
v4r = 3σ
4
r (20)
v2rv
2
t = 2v
2
rv
2
θ = 2σ
2
rσ
2
θ = (1− β)σ4r (21)
v4t =
8
3
v4θ = 8σ
4
θ =
1
2
(1− β)2σ4r . (22)
imposing three constraints to the system. Let’s now take a
step back and say that we enforce only the first, that the
radial velocity distribution is Gaussian. From (8) there is
a unique solution for the comoment v2rv
2
t where the RHS
is zero. This in turn yields v4t from (9) and thus the one
additional constraint specifies a unique equilibrated system.
Introducing the other two constraints however completely
specifies the LHS of the Jeans equations which is not guar-
anteed to be (in fact it is exceptionally rarely) zero. Recalling
that to generate (8), the CBE (2) is multiplied through by
v3r and integrated over all velocities we perform the same to
the time derivative which yields,∫
v3r
∂f
∂t
d3v =
dνv3r
dt
(23)
i.e the rate of change (when normalised by the dispersions) of
skewness in the radial velocity distribution. With the Gaus-
sian assumption then plugging (20) into the fourth order
Jeans equations enables a calculation of this effect for a given
set of parameters,
dνv3r
dt
= 3νσ2r
[(
1− 3β
r
− 1
ν
dν
dr
)
σ2r − dΦdr
]
. (24)
3 ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS TO THE JEANS
DEGENERACY
In this section we discuss analytical models that place ad-
ditional constraints on the intrinsic fourth order moments
for a practical use in tackling the mass-anisotropy degener-
acy. One prominent example in the literature is the work of
 Lokas (2002) who assumes a form (Henon 1973) of the dis-
tribution function f(E,L) = f0(E)L
−2β with a constant ve-
locity anisotropy that is separable when expressed in terms
of the specific binding energy E = −Φ− 1
2
(v2r + v
2
t ) and the
specific angular momentum |L| = rvt. With this assumption
then without specifying the form of the energy component
f0(E) it is possible via equation (3) to calculate the ratio of
higher order moments with the anisotropy parameter. The
projected fourth moment is thus shown to be dependent only
on the second order parameters and is applied to the de-
generacy problem for the Draco galaxy ( Lokas et al. 2005).
It has been argued however (An 2011a) that this model,
whilst relatively clear to interpret, over-constrains the prob-
lem and may be extended to general anisotropy with the
separable augmented density model. As such we outline this
model and provide a formula for the projected moments.
This system however only provides one solution and whilst
mathematically elegant it does not yet have a strong phys-
ical motivation. We therefore provide a framework without
appealing to the augmented density formalism directly, that
encompasses all solutions to the fourth order by introducing
an analog to the anisotropy parameter at fourth order. The
aim of this framework is both to evaluate the particularly
convenient separable augmented solution and to facilitate
more physically motivated models perhaps inspired by em-
pirical observation. The framework is then extended to all
orders.
3.1 The Separable Augmented Density Model
A full account of the augmented density formalism is not
necessary for the wider context of this paper but we di-
rect the interested reader to the literature (Dejonghe 1986;
Dejonghe & Merritt 1992; An 2011a,b). Here we give a brief
outline and then present the main findings relevant to a
study of dwarf spheroidal galaxies in the simplest possible
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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terms. By careful consideration of equation (3) and the Jeans
theorem (Jeans 1915) it was noted by Dejonghe (1986) that
the degeneracy of distribution functions which fit the lo-
cal density ν(r) can be represented by augmenting the den-
sity into an infinite set of degenerate bi-variate functions
of the augmented configuration space (Ψ, r) and that pro-
viding a specific form of the augmented density is equiva-
lent to providing the distribution function. Here ψ is the
positive binding specific potential defined by dΨ
dr
= − dΦ
dr
.
Moments are also augmented and to retrieve the observ-
ables the augmented quantities are deaugmented by tak-
ing the limit Ψ → Ψ(r). The power of the method lies in
the ease with which one may relate the augmented quanti-
ties and in augmented configuration space the Jeans equa-
tions are replaced by the simple partial differential equations
(Dejonghe & Merritt 1992),
∂
∂Ψ
νv2pr v
2q
t (Ψ, r) = (2p− 1)νv2p−2r v2qt (Ψ, r) (25)
∂
∂r2
[
r2q+2νv2pr v
2q
t (Ψ, r)
]
= (p− 1
2
)r2qνv2p−2r v
2q+2
t (Ψ, r)
(26)
and the augmented total derivative An (2011a),
d
dr
→ ∂
∂r
+
∂
∂Ψ
dΨ
dr
. (27)
To determine the moment ratios at fixed order it is necessary
only to consider the order preserving equation (26) such that
for a system with a separable augmented density,
ν˜(Ψ, r) = P (Ψ)R(r) (28)
the anisotropy is dependent only on the radial component
R(r) and this has been demonstrated by Ciotti & Morganti
(2010) who shows that
β = − d logR
d log r2
. (29)
An even more profound property of the separable system
(equation 28) is that the ratio of moments at a given or-
der scales only with the constant prefactor inherent to the
isotropic system. In practice this has the notable effect of
collapsing all of the Jeans equations to just one (An 2011a),
d(νv2nr )
dr
+
2β
r
νv2nr + (2n− 1)νv2n−2r dΦdr = 0 (30)
that enables a unique calculation of the radial intrinsic mo-
ment and thus absorbs the additional degree of freedom in
the Jeans analysis. In calculation of the other moments one
may use (An 2011a),
νv
2(n−k)
r v2kt =
αk
(n− k + 1
2
)k
νv2nr (31)
where (a)k =
∏k
i=1(a + i − 1) is the Pochhammer symbol
that describes the rising sequential product, α0 = 1 and
αq+1 = (q + 1− β)αq + r
2
dαq
dr
(32)
can be used to iteratively generate all moment ratios noting
again that one requires only the anisotropy parameter. The
projected moments then follow trivially,
Σv2nlos(R) = 2
∫ ∞
R
n∑
k=0
Cn,k
αk
(n− k + 1
2
)k
νv2nr r√
r2 −R2 dr (33)
and we thus demonstrate that the fourth projected moment
depends only on the second order parameters. In practice
one must first solve n differential equations to calculate in
turn each radial intrinsic moment via the Jeans equation
(30) and then n iterations of (32) for a theoretical predic-
tion of the projected moment. As an example consider the
projected fourth moment for which we require,
α1 = 1− β, α2 = (1− β)(2− β)− r
2
dβ
dr
. (34)
and the fourth order Jeans equation for a separable aug-
mented density,
dνv4r
dr
+
2β
r
νv4r + 3νσ
2
r
dΦ
dr
= 0. (35)
Evaluating (33) with n = 2 yields after some algebra,
Σv4los(R) = 2
∫ ∞
R
g(β, r,R)
νv4rr√
r2 −R2 dr (36)
g(β, r,R) = 1− 2βR
2
r2
+
β(1 + β)
2
R4
r4
− R
4
4r3
dβ
dr
(37)
which generalises the result of  Lokas (2002) and may be
used to tackle the Jeans degeneracy for an arbitrary radial
dependence of the anisotropy parameter via the method em-
ployed in  Lokas et al. (2005). In practice then one must first
find the radial dispersion via the second order Jeans equa-
tion (5), solve equation (35) for the fourth radial moment
and then with the recursive relations (34) it is possible to
evaluate the projected moment with equation (17).
To illustrate the limitations of the separable augmented
density model in describing the anisotropy between the 1D
radial velocity distribution Pr(vr) and its 1D tangential
counterpart Pθ(vθ) = Pφ(vφ) we determine the kurtosis of
the 1D tangential distribution which for constant anisotropy
β is
κθ =
3v4t
2σ4t
=
2− β
2(1− β)κr (38)
where κr = v4r/σ
4
r is the kurtosis of P (vr). As illustrated in
Fig.1 this limits the possible Pθ distributions such that those
with greater width than Pr must also have heavier tails. If
one fixes the widths of the distributions to be equal then
one is left with only the isotropic solution and no possible
anisotropy in other shape parameters.
In summary the separable augmented density system
completely lifts the Jeans degeneracy by providing an in-
finite set of projected moment equations that one can, in
principle, calculate from the potential and the anisotropy
at second order. The origin of the system is however purely
mathematical and whilst particularly convenient to use it is
not unique in exhibiting this behaviour. Indeed one could
artificially introduce any arbitrary relationship between the
anisotropy parameter and the higher order moments to the
same effect. This model, which generates only one DF for
a given set of anisotropy and density parameters, is thus a
severe restriction to apply to the system without physical
motivation. The aim then is to provide a framework that
explores the full range of solutions to the Jeans degeneracy
problem without restriction from mathematical considera-
tions.
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Figure 1. Anisotropy in the Henon-Lokas model: Assuming a
Gaussian distribution for Pr plotted in red we plot Pθ for β in
the range [-1,0.5] assuming a Pearson distribution (see Appendix
B) with variance σ2θ = (1 − β)σ
2
r and kurtosis from (38).
3.2 An Extended Model of Anisotropy
In this subsection we will demonstrate, without appealing
explicitly to the augmented density formalism, that a unique
set of of all deprojected moments is specified by introducing
an analog to the Binney anisotropy parameter at each suc-
cessive order. Indeed one can represent all possible distribu-
tion functions in this way and we will show that a distribu-
tion function can be defined as an infinite set of anisotropy
parameter analogs {βn}, 1 ≤ n ≤ ∞. If each of these is
assumed to have a known relation to the anisotropy param-
eter then the Jeans degeneracy is completely lifted. For a
particular definition of anisotropy parameters, inspired by
the separable augmented density system, we provide formu-
lae for the full set of intrinsic moments and their subsequent
projected moments. We are then able to interpret the sep-
arable augmented density system as a particular subset of
this system for which the anisotropy parameter analogs are
independent of order {βn} = β ∀n.
3.2.1 Fourth Order
To measure the anisotropy at fourth order we choose for
simplicity the adjacent moment ratio to the radial fourth
moment and introduce,
β′(r) = 1− 3
2
v2rv
2
t
v4r
, (39)
which is an analog of the Binney anisotropy parameter
for the fourth order that measures the deviation from the
isotropic system (A8) where v4r =
3
2
v2rv
2
t . Substituting this
parameter into the Jeans equation (8),
d(νv4r)
dr
+
2β′
r
νv4r + 3νσ
2
r
dΦ
dr
= 0, (40)
which then, given a functional form for β′, enables the radial
fourth moment to be determined uniquely. The choice of
equation (39) is now clear as we note that the separable
augmented density system thus corresponds to β = β′. The
mixed moment then follows trivially from the definition of β′
and the tangential moment may be calculated via equation
(9) as follows. Firstly equation (39) indicates that,
d(νv2rv
2
t )
dr
=
2
3
[
(1− β′)d(νv
4
r)
dr
− dβ
′
dr
νv4r
]
(41)
which may be simplified further with equation (40) by sub-
stituting in the derivative of the radial fourth moment,
d(νv2rv
2
t )
dr
=
2
3
(1− β′)
[
−2β
′
r
νv4r − 3νσ2r dΦdr
]
− 2
3
dβ′
dr
νv4r .
(42)
Plugging this into the Jeans equation (9) and rearranging
for the fourth tangential moment yields,
v4t =
4
3
(
(1− β′)(2− β′)− r
2
dβ′
dr
)
v4r + 2(β
′ − β)rσ2r dΦ
dr
(43)
which shows that the system is uniquely determined by the
second order parameters plus the anisotropy at fourth or-
der. One also notes that in the limit β′ = β, the tangential
moment recovers the result v4t =
4
3
α2v4r for the separable
augmented density system. With this result it is possible to
gain a better understanding of the effect that β′ has on the
model. Where β indicates directly the relative width of the
1D velocity distributions Pr(vr) and Pθ(vθ), the primary ef-
fect of β′ on the relative kurtosis is not so easy to interpret.
From (43) we derive the relationship between kurtosis for
this generalised model,
κθ =
(1− β′)(2− β′)− r
2
dβ′
dr
2(1− β)2 κr +
3r(β′ − β)
4 (1− β)2 σ2r
dΦ
dr
(44)
where the new correction to the separable augmented den-
sity depends not only on the discrepancy β′ − β but also
on the form of the potential. At large radii where this cor-
rection is often dominant, the dependence on the radial dis-
persion requires a numerical calculation of the second order
Jeans equation. For an analytic form we consider the limit as
r →∞ which is constant under certain assumptions for the
parameterisation of the stellar density and anisotropy pro-
files which we employ in section 4, namely a Plummer profile
for the stellar density v(r) with d ln ν/dr → 5
r
, a dark matter
density profile (such as the Einasto profile) that asymptotes
to a constant enclosed mass M(r)→M∞ and a parameter-
isation of the anisotropy parameters that asymptotes to a
constant β
(′)
∞ with vanishing derivative dβ/dr → 0. Under
these assumptions the Jeans equation is straightforward to
evaluate with
lim
r→∞
σ2r =
GM∞
2(3− β∞)r . (45)
which yields a limit that is independent of the total enclosed
mass M∞,
lim
r→∞
κθ =
(1− β′∞)(2− β′∞)
2(1− β∞)2 κr +
3
2
(β′∞ − β∞)(3− β∞)
(1− β∞)2
(46)
Assuming that the anisotropy asymptotes to a constant
value β0 as r → 0 then for the stellar and DM densities con-
sidered in section 4 with constant density cores M(r) ∝ r3
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Figure 2. For a galaxy with stars following a Plummer profile
with radiusrp = 575pc, an Einasto DM profile (see Section 4)
with parameters {ρ−2 = 0.05Msolpc−3, r−2 = 700pc, α = 2}
and constant β′ = −0.4 then assuming that the distribution of
deprojected radial velocities is Gaussian (κr = 3) the kurtosis
(44) is plotted for the constant anisotropy parameters shown with
approximations to the asymptotic limits at r → 0 (48) and r →∞
(46) plotted as dotted lines.
the beta term dominates the Jeans equation and we find,
lim
r→0
σ2r = r
−2β0 (47)
such that the corrective term vanishes at least linearly for
β > − 1
2
and we are left with,
lim
r→0
κθ =
(1− β′0)(2− β′0)
2(1− β0)2 κr , β0 > −
1
2
(48)
In Fig. 2 we show examples of the radial profile as calculated
numerically from the Jeans equation. The curves shown,
which have constant anisotropy and density profiles well
described by the assumptions listed above, vary smoothly
between the asymptotic limits. For the curve with a high de-
gree of tangential anisotropy we see that the approximation
(48) breaks down and if β was decreased further we would
see a larger and larger discrepancy with κθ shooting up to in-
finity at the centre of the galaxy. Fig. 3 shows the additional
freedom afforded by β′ to describe all kurtosis values regard-
less of β at small radii though in the assumption of constant
anisotropy parameters there is a convergence at larger dis-
tances. Positive deviations β′ > β give relatively flat topped
distributions compared to the Henon-Lokas model and thus
as β > 0 describes radially biased widths, then if one holds
β = 0, the condition β′ > 0 gives radially biased kurtosis as
shown in Fig. 4. With all the moments one can then com-
pute the projected moment from equation (17) which after
some algebra is,
Σv4los(R) = 2
∫ ∞
R
(
g(β′)v4r +
3R4
4r3
(β′ − β)σ2r dΦ
dr
)
ν(r)r√
r2 −R2 dr
(49)
where g(β′) is adapted from equation (37) with β → β′. If
one assumes constant anisotropy at both orders then one
−1.0 −0.5 0.0 0.5
β′
2
4
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10
κ
θ
β=1/5
β=0
β=−1/4
β=β′
Figure 3. Anisotropy in the generalised model: Assuming that
Pr is Gaussian the kurtosis of Pθ at all radii is approximately
enclosed in the region between the asymptotic values at r = 0
(solid) and r → ∞ (dashed). For reference we show the Henon-
Lokas contour β = β′ that corresponds to the 1D radial and
tangential distributions displayed in Fig.1.
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Figure 4. Affect of β′ on anisotropy in the generalised model:
Again assuming Pr to be a Gaussian with width σr (red), the
1D tangential distribution Pθ at r = 0 is plotted for fixed β =
0 (and thus fixed variance σθ = σr) for β
′ in the range [-0.4,
0.2] assuming a Pearson distribution (Appendix B) with kurtosis
derived from (48).
may use the simple integral form ( Lokas et al. 2005),
νσ2r(β = const) = r
−2β
∫ ∞
r
r2βν
dΦ
dr
dr (50)
νv4r(β
′ = const) = 3r−2β
′
∫ ∞
r
r2β
′
νσ2r
dΦ
dr
dr (51)
and thus from an analytical standpoint the extension of
Lokas’s model is straightforward to implement.
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An arbitrary choice of β′(r) in addition to the second
order parameters represents the complete set of fourth or-
der systems. Therefore to lift the Jeans degeneracy one must
additionally impose that β′ = f(β) where a specification of
the function f(β) defines the model. This is the fundamen-
tal concept of this paper. In section 4 we explore the effect
of this choice on the key physical observables of the dark
matter problem. If one can use empirical evidence to find a
correlation between the anisotropy at both orders or indeed
a well motivated physical argument for the specific form that
such a relationship would take, then the Jeans degeneracy
problem can be at least partially lifted with available data.
To lift the degeneracy completely, all projected moments
are required and in the following section the framework pre-
sented above is extended.
3.2.2 Anisotropy of the Entire System
To generalise the method in the previous section we again
choose to define the anisotropy parameter analog at 2nth
order via the adjacent moment ratio to the radial moment,
βn(r) = 1− (n− 1
2
)
v2n−2r v2t
v2nr
(52)
which measures the departure from the isotropic system,
v2nr = (n − 1/2)v2n−2r v2t and we note that Binney’s
anisotropy parameter β = β1 and its fourth order analog
β′ = β2 are naturally incorporated into the analysis. Sub-
stituting this into the first Jeans equation at 2nth order,
d(νv2nr )
dr
+
2βn
r
νv2nr + (2n− 1)νv2n−2r dΦ
dr
= 0, (53)
which uniquely determines the radial moment if one assumes
knowledge of all moments at preceding order. The definition
of the separable augmented density system is then extended
to {βn} = β, ∀n and thus represents the system for which
the anisotropy parameters are independent of order. We will
show that calculation of the other moments then follows via
a recursive passage through the remaining Jeans equations.
To generalise the method used to obtain the tangential mo-
ment in equation (43) we consider the generic Jeans equation
(10) and introduce, where convenient, the compact notation,
νv2pr v
2q
t = mp,q. (54)
and the adjacent moment ratios at order 2n = 2(p+ q),
fp+qq ({βn}, r) ≡ (p+ 1
2
)
mp,q
mp+1,q−1
(55)
where we note that by definition fn1 = 1−βn. The prefactor
p+1/2 is included to absorb the order dependence inherent
to the isotropic system (A8) such that we can isolate the
order dependence of the systems anisotropy. Rearranging
equation (53) for the unknown moment,
(p− 1
2
)νv2p−2r v
2q+2
t =
r
2
d(νv2pr v
2q
t )
dr
+ (q + 1)νv2pr v
2q
t
+ (p− 1
2
)rνv2p−2r v
2q
t
dΦ
dr
(56)
such that upon substituting the prior moment ratio (55) into
the derivative,
dmp,q
dr
=
1
p+ 1
2
(
mp+1,q−1
dfnq
dr
+ fnq
dmp+1,q−1
dr
)
(57)
=
[
1
fnq
dfnq
dr
+
2
r
(fnq − q)
]
mp,q − 2fnq mp,q−1 dΦ
dr
we obtain the recursive relation for q > 1,
fnq+1 ≡ (p− 12 )
mp−1,q+1
mp,q
(58)
= 1 + fnq +
r
2
1
fnq
dfnq
dr
(59)
+ (n− q − 1
2
)
mp−1,q
mp,q
r
dΦ
dr
[
1− f
n
q
fn−1q
]
.
Starting with fn1 = 1−βn this relation may then be used to
iteratively calculate the complete set of intrinsic moments
at 2nth order. The first iteration yields,
fn2 = 2−βn− r
2(1− βn)
dβn
dr
+(n−3
2
)
mn−q−1,q
mn−q,q
r
dΦ
dr
βn − βn−1
1− βn
(60)
which we may use to check that with f21 = 1 − β′ and
f11 = 1 − β, the tangential fourth moment in equation (43)
is recovered via v4t =
4
3
f21 f
2
2 v4r . To calculate the projected
moments we first note that
mn−k,k
mn,0
=
q∏
j=1
mn−j,j
mn−j+1,j−1
=
∏q
j=1 f
n
j
(p+ 1
2
)q
. (61)
and that in analogy to equation (32) in the separable aug-
mented density system we may define,
αnq ≡
q∏
k=1
fnk , (62)
which satisfies the recursive relation
αnq+1 = α
n
q f
n
q+1. (63)
To check that the system converges to the separable aug-
mented density in the limit {βn} = β where the order de-
pendence is removed,
fnq+1({βn})→ fq+1(β) = 1 + fq + r2
1
fq
dfq
dr
. (64)
we substitute equation (64) into equation (63) with αq =
fqαq−1 to eliminate fq such that after some algebra,
αq+1 =
(
1 +
αq
αq−1
+
r
2
αq−1
αq
[
1
αq−1
dαq
dr
− αq
α2q−1
dαq−1
dr
])
αq
=
(
1 +
αq
αq−1
− r
2
1
αq−1
dαq−1
dr
)
αq +
r
2
dαq
dr
, (65)
which one can prove inductively is satisfied by
αq+1 = (q + k)αq +
r
2
dαq
dr
. (66)
Applying the boundary condition α1 = 1 − β and choosing
α0 = 1 yields k = 1 − β and therefore recovers equation
(32). To generalise the projected moments in equation (33)
we simply promote the ratios to αnk . Whilst seemingly a
subtle change, this makes the subsequent calculation con-
siderably more cumbersome. Though the generalisation at
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fourth order is straightforward the higher order projected
moments become rather inconvenient for practical use when
one deviates from the separable augmented density system.
The inclusion of the higher order analysis is however useful
to ensure that the set {βn} yields positive moments at all
orders and thus a physical distribution function. This con-
straint on the system may be represented simply as,
fnq ≥ 0, ∀ n, q, (67)
which imposes physical constraints on the analogs including
βn ≤ 1 for q = 1 and for example the sufficient but not
strictly necessary condition for constant anisotropy βn ≥
βn−1 corresponding to q = 2.
3.3 Summary
By introducing an analog of the Binney anisotropy param-
eter at fourth order it is possible to represent the complete
analytic set of projected fourth moments. Not only is the re-
sult presented in  Lokas (2002) adapted in equation (49) to
an arbitrary specification of the anisotropy parameter but
as a subset of the separable augmented density system it is
interpreted as the particular case where anisotropy is order-
independent. To employ the method in  Lokas et al. (2005)
to lift the Jeans degeneracy one may choose any arbitrary
specification β′ = f(β) to construct a physical model thus
removing the constraints upon the distribution function im-
posed by the separable augmented density. Fig. 5 demon-
strates that when one admits general solutions to the fourth
order Jeans equations without such a constraint then there
is a new degeneracy of solutions inherent to the new de-
gree of freedom β′. What remains to be studied is whether
this degeneracy is as affecting as its traditional second order
counterpart.
Additionally the higher order projected moments are
presented such that constraints (67) analogous to those pre-
sented in An (2011a) for the separable augmented density
system, αq ≥ 0, may be used to ensure that any given model
has a physical DF. Though the maths underlying the higher
order moments quickly becomes impractical as one deviates
from the separable augmented density system, the fourth or-
der generalisation remains tractable. With a generic frame-
work we facilitate a model with a stronger physical moti-
vation and state, in general terms, a condition to lift the
degeneracy namely a correlation between the anisotropy pa-
rameter analogs. Without a strong physical argument to pro-
vide this relation analytically we turn to empirical evidence.
The additional freedom afforded by the anisotropy parame-
ter analogs provides the means to test models presented in
the literature.
4 STATISTICAL TREATMENT OF DISCRETE
VELOCITY DATA
With the extended anisotropy framework a natural progres-
sion is to devise a model for β′ with a stronger physical basis
than the separable augmented density system. Due to the
completely unknown nature of the anisotropy this is however
a formidable task and at time of writing no such candidate
has been found. As such we proceed without specification
of a correlation β′ = f(β) but allow both to vary freely as
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Figure 5. The fourth order degeneracy: Line of sight kurtosis
profiles for a fixed NFW density profile and with radial β = 0.3
(above) and tangential β = −2 (below) second order anisotropy.
The solid green line shows Lokas’s model β = β′ and the blue
dotted/black dashed lines show constant positive β′ > β and
negative β′ < β deviations. For each curve we assume a Plummer
stellar density profile with Plummer radius 575pc.
independent variables scanning over all solutions to the sec-
ond and fourth order Jeans equations. Though as discussed
in Section 3 this simply gives rise to a new degeneracy prob-
lem at fourth order, it remains to be seen whether this is
as affecting as its infamous second order counterpart in a
statistical analysis of velocity data.
In this section we develop an extension of the tradi-
tional Jeans analysis that jointly fits dispersion and kurto-
sis measurements of LOS velocity data d to those predicted
by the Jeans equations (16) and (49). Unlike the method
proposed by  Lokas et al. (2005) the inclusion of β′ makes
it comparable to the second order method which scans over
an unconstrained (before parameterisation) range of solu-
tions. With suitable parameterisation of the anisotropy and
density from the literature then for a set of parameters p
we devise a likelihood function L(d|p) to assess the fit. This
is then used to implement an Monte-Carlo Markov Chain
(MCMC) method from which one can generate posterior
distributions and thus confidence intervals on p and derived
quantities of interest such as the mass slope and core radius.
4.1 Anisotropy and Density Parameterisations
To employ a likelihood function L(d|p) to the discrete set of
line of velocity data d we require a parametric form for the
anisotropy and density that constitute the parameter set p.
The Einasto density profile (Einasto & Haud 1989) and its
corresponding logarithmic density slope are
ρdm(r) = ρ−2 exp
{
− 2
α
[(
r
r−2
)α
− 1
]}
(68)
γ(r) ≡ d ln ρ
d ln r
= −2
(
r
r−2
)α
(69)
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Figure 6. Core radius of Einasto profiles: For a fixed scale ra-
dius of r−2 = 500pc (annotated with arrow) the density ρ−2 is
tuned such that the enclosed mass at 2kpc is held at a constant
M(2kpc) = 108Msol for Einasto profiles with the three shape
parameters shown. The core radii rc (70) corresponding to each
density profile are shown as the vertical line with the same colour
and line style. For α = 0.2 the vanishing core radius shrinks to
0.05pc and for display reasons is omitted from the plot. An NFW
profile with scale radius of 500pc and equivalent mass at 2kpc is
shown with a red dotted line for comparison.
where r−2 is a scale radius that indicates where the logarith-
mic density slope γ(r) = −2, ρ−2 is the scale density at this
radius and α is a constant shape parameter that determines
the rate at which the density slope deviates from -2 at the
scale radius. Though all Einasto profiles are cored as r → 0,
i.e have γ(0) = 0, variation in the shape parameter α can
mimic cusped profiles over the effective range of measurable
distances as displayed in Fig. 6. If the shape parameter is
small α < 1 then γ varies slowly from the scale radius r−2 to
the centre of the galaxy, extending the steeper gradient and
wiping out the core. As demonstrated in Fig. 6 for α ≈ 0.2
the Einasto profile is very similar to the cusped (γ(0) = 1)
NFW (Navarro et al. 1996) profile. To get an indication of
the size of the Einasto profile’s core we define
log10 rc = log10 r−2 −
1
α
(70)
which indicates the radius at which from zero the slope falls
to γ = −0.2 and are added to Fig. 6 as dashed vertical lines.
As expected, increasing α shifts the core radius towards r−2.
To model the anisotropy parameters we choose not to
allow radial variation in order to reduce the parameter space
but with the framework established in Section 3 a model
such as (Baes & van Hese 2007),
β(′)(r) = (β∞ − β0) r
2
r2β + r
2
+ β0 (71)
which generically describes anisotropy with a quadratic
transition about rβ is also viable and with asymptotes at
β0 for r = 0 and β∞ for r → ∞ it is in line with the as-
sumptions used to derive the kurtosis estimates (46) and
(48). At second order the parameter set employed herein
is thus p2 = {β, ρ−2, r−2, α} which is extended at fourth
order by the additional fourth order anisotropy parameter,
p4 = {β, β′, ρ−2, r−2, α}. With a generalisation to radially
varying anisotropy parameters this space extends consider-
ably to p4 = {β0, β∞, rβ, β′0, β′∞, r′β, ρ−2, r−2, α} which we
leave for a future analysis.
Finally, a model is required for the tracer density ν(r)
which, for simplicity is assumed to be a Plummer profile
throughout with,
ν(r) ∝
(
1 +
r2
r2p
)− 5
2
. (72)
where rp is the Plummer radius which is equivalent to the
half-light radius for this profile. This choice of ν which has a
cored centre, can have a significant impact on the behaviour
of the intrinsic moments at the centre of the galaxy and an
analysis of real data sets should permit a greater freedom. As
the primary focus here is the anisotropy, then by generating
simulated data from the assumed Plummer profile we negate
this effect in our analysis which is therefore optimistic in its
account of uncertainties in real data.
A calculation of the variance and kurtosis corresponding
to parameter set p has the following prescription. Firstly a
Runge-Kutta method of order 8(5,3) (based on the ‘dop853’
algorithm from Fortrans ODEPACK library) is used to first
solve (5) for the intrinsic dispersion and then (40) for the
radial fourth moment. Performing the integrals over the line
of sight (16) and (49) yields the LOS dispersion and kurtosis
with κlos = v4los/σ
4
los.
4.2 Likelihood Function
Extracting moments from the velocity data presents one of
the biggest challenges of a higher order moment analysis
and as highlighted in the introduction there are different
ideas as to what constitutes the best approach. To utilise
the Jeans equations we are limited at present to the conven-
tional moments namely the variance and fourth moments.
For realistic data sets limited sampling dominates the un-
certainty associated with measurements of the moments and
we discuss the relative performance of two estimators in the
first subsection. To those interested predominantly in the
method used to derive the results presented in Section 5 for
the simulated dwarf spheroidal data sets we guide you to
the concluding paragraphs of the first subsection and to the
second wherein the final numerical procedure and effective
likelihood function is described.
4.2.1 Choice of Estimator
For a data set d of N⋆ velocity measurements {vi} with
associated experimental errors {δi} then to maximise infor-
mation one would like to choose the likelihood function to
be simply the product of individual probability density func-
tions for each tracer. The issue of this approach is that it is
difficult to ensure that, without explicitly incorporating er-
rors from limited sampling, the uncertainties are reliable. As
such we split the data into radial bins for which we fix σp, κp
at one radius and use estimators of the variance and kurto-
sis of each bin, σ̂2 and κ̂ whose sampling distribution will of
course depend on the size of the bin chosen. In this way the
effect of limited sampling is manifested as loss of statistical
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precision in small bins and a loss of spatial resolution for
large bins. The likelihood function is then,
L(d|p) =
Nr∏
i
S(σ̂2i , κ̂|σ2p(Ri), κp(Ri)) (73)
where Nr is the number of radial bins, Ri is the mean ra-
dius of the ith bin and S is the joint sampling distribution
of estimators dependent upon the sample size N and the
proposed parameters p. The form of this distribution is cal-
culated numerically by drawing many bootstrap samples of
N velocities from a parent distribution F(vi|σ2p, κp) such as
those outlined in Appendix B for which the sample moments
converge to σp and κp for very large N .
Under the assumption that the sampling distributions
are approximately normal and that the estimators are in-
dependent then the likelihood (73) may be modelled as the
product of two χ2 distributions with each estimator mea-
surement distributed normally and centred, in the absence
of bias, at (σp, κp). In this ideal scenario then there is a
simple analytic form for the likelihood,
Lχ(d|p) =
Nr∏
i
Sχ
σ2
(σ̂2i |σ2p(Ri), κp(Ri))×Sχκ (κ̂i|σ2p(Ri), κp(Ri))
(74)
where for moment estimator m̂ = {σ̂2, κ̂},
Sχm(m̂|σ2p, κp) = 1√
2πVar(Sχm)
exp
(
− (m̂−mp)
2
2Var(Sχm)
)
. (75)
As such to assess the merit of an estimator we consider
not only the convergence to the true value that minimises
Var(Sχm) for optimal statistical precision but also the ability
to effectively model the bias b = m̂ − mp and deviations
from Gaussianity. Further consideration must also be given
to how robust the sampling distributions are to the choice
of parent distribution F from which the bootstrap samples
are generated.
We considered two estimators, namely the standard
sample moments,
σ̂2S =
1
N
N∑
i=1
(vi − µ)2 (76)
κ̂S =
1
N
N∑
i=1
(vi − µ)4
(σ̂2)2
(77)
where µ is the mean velocity that is set to zero for a rota-
tionless system and maximum likelihood estimators σ̂2M and
κ̂M defined by ,
N∏
i
F(vi|σ̂2M , κ̂M ) = max
{
N∏
i
F(vi|σ2, κ)
}
(78)
where the family of distributions F(v|σ2, κ), not necessarily
equivalent to the true parent distribution from which sam-
ples are generated Ftrue, is a prior estimate. A Nelder-Mead
algorithm is used to find the parameters in FM that max-
imise the bins likelihood.
For both estimators we generated, from both families in
Appendix B, many samples of various sizes encompassing a
wide range of input variance and kurtosis parameters. Ex-
perimental errors, assumed to be normally distributed with
variance δ2, were added to the velocities. To account for
experimental errors in the maximum likelihood function a
convolution (see Amorisco & Evans 2012b, for details) with
the Gaussian distribution of errors F → F ∗G(0, δ) was used
to account directly for the noise. Calculating the estimators
for each sample the sampling distributions were constructed.
For samples with N < 400 velocity measurements, which is
the maximum that one can realistically expect in a radial
bin for current dwarf spheroidal data sets, the maximum
likelihood estimator far outperformed the sample kurtosis
in reducing bias κ− κ̂ and achieved a better precision about
the parent value κ. A major problem however is that the
marginalised distribution of both kurtosis estimators Sκ is
increasingly skewed as one raises κ such that it isn’t valid to
assume a chi-squared form (74) for the likelihood function.
To ameliorate this effect we transformed the kurtosis esti-
mator as prescribed in  Lokas et al. (2005) to κ̂′ = (ln κ̂)0.1
but despite a significant improvement the sampling distribu-
tions from κp are not adequately approximated by a normal
distribution with the parent distributions considered and
N < 400. We were also unable to establish a sufficiently
accurate fit with a skew-normal distribution.
Following the tests we thus came to the following con-
clusions. Firstly, to model the sampling distribution it is not
always appropriate to assume that the estimators are nor-
mally distributed with samples generated from leptokurtic
distributions demonstrating significant skew for all estima-
tors. As such we elect not a likelihood function based on the
chi squared distribution (74) (for which one needs only the
bootstrap variances to approximate the sampling distribu-
tion) but to construct the sampling distribution S purely
numerically.
Secondly, as it can take as many as 106 bootstrap sam-
ples to achieve a smooth distribution after binning, probing
the two parameter phase space for maximum likelihood es-
timators σ̂2M and κ̂M is too computationally expensive for
practical use. For this reason, in spite of the inferior statis-
tical precision, we choose the sample moments m̂S as our
estimator. Building sample distribution look-up tables for a
large range of kurtosis values with 106 maximum likelihood
evaluations just takes too long and once committed to a fully
numerical probability distribution the significant bias of κ̂S
is also accounted for.
In Fig. 7 the marginalised sampling distributions are
shown for both parent distribution families used in our as-
sessment for which formal definitions are given in Appendix
B. For clarity we only display the distributions for the sam-
ple moments m̂S where sufficient tests can be made in a
limited time to generate smooth curves. Inspection of the
curves shows the increasing skewness of both the variance
and kurtosis estimator distributions as one samples from
the leptokurtic distributions with longer thinner tails. It
is these distributions that also show greatest variation to
the choices of parent distribution considered. By contrast
though the most platykurtic choice κ = 2.2 displayed in red
for the Pearson and Gaussian superposition families have
rather distinct parent distributions the resultant sampling
distribution is rather similar in shape. The finite support
of the Pearson distribution is manifested by a slightly nar-
rower sampling distribution Sκ′ than that of the Gaussian
superposition that permits all velocities. In this sense the
rather common feature of platykurtic distributions to have
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Figure 7. Sampling distributions for Pearson (top panel) and Gaussian Superposition (bottom panel) PDFs: On the left are the parent
distribution functions with fixed unit variance and kurtosis as displayed with the green curve a perfect Gaussian and shift towards red
and blue being increasingly platy/leptokurtic. Middle and right columns are the sampling distributions (after 106 tests) of the estimators
(76) and (77) as evaluated for a sample of 200 stars drawn from the distributions in the left column with experimental errors drawn
from a Gaussian with width δ = 0.22σ which accounts for the bias in sample variance. To aid readers of a black and white version of
this figure we note that increasingly leptokurtic distributions exhibit systematically larger central values for the parent distribution F ,
wider sampling distributions of variances Sσ and sampling distributions of the kurtosis estimator Sκ′ that are increasingly shifted to the
right. A colour version of this figure is available online.
finite support, which is troublesome for maximum likelihood
estimators 2, has much less impact here.
4.2.2 Numerical Evaluation of the Likelihood
Having chosen to use radial bins and the sample moment
estimators (76) and (77) to fit the data, we now outline
the process by which we numerically evaluate the joint sam-
pling distribution S(σ̂2, κ̂|σ2p, κp) that for a proposed set of
parameters p yields the probability for a given pair of vari-
ance and kurtosis estimator measurements that feeds into
the likelihood (73).
For simplicity we assume that the estimators are in-
dependent such that the likelihood function may be sepa-
rated but in practice both the sample moment estimators
are weakly positively correlated with a Pearson coefficient
of ρ ≈ 0.2. This is also true of the maximum likelihood
estimators that we considered. To a much better approx-
imation, the marginalised distribution of kurtosis estima-
tors is independent of the variance of the parent distribution
σ2 and the marginalised distribution of variance estimators
Sσ(σ̂2|σ2, κ) is also approximated excellently by
Sσ(σ̂2|σ21 , κ) ≈
(
σ2
σ1
)2
Sσ
(
σ21σ̂
2
σ22
|σ22 , κ
)
(79)
which is exactly true if Sσ is a perfect Gaussian. By choosing
an appropriate scale for the variance then the sample distri-
butions can effectively be built by varying only the kurtosis.
With these assumptions and changing to the transformed
2 Though naturally catered for by scaling the variance with the
kurtosis as in the Henon-Lokas model shown in Fig. 1
sample moment kurtosis estimator κ̂′ the effective likelihood
function (73) becomes
L(d|p) =
Nr∏
i
Sσ(σ̂2i |σ2p(Ri), κ′p(Ri))× Sκ(κ̂′i|κ′p(Ri)). (80)
In practice then for a data set of N⋆ velocity measurements
we split the data into Nr radial bins of equal tracer (e.g stel-
lar) content such that there are N = N⋆/Nr tracers in each
bin. For each bin we calculate the estimators of variance σ̂2
and kurtosis κ̂′. Selecting a variance scale σ2s of a similar
magnitude to the variance estimators we draw many veloc-
ity samples of N stars from parent distributions F(v|σ2s , κ)
for a range of kurtosis values that we pessimistically expect
to encompass the true values. For each of these bootstrap
samples we add normally distributed noise to mimic experi-
mental error and then calculate the estimators (76) and (77)
such that with many (≈ 106) samples we can construct the
sampling distributions Sσ and Sκ corresponding to the rele-
vant parent distribution. The sampling distributions, which
provide the probability of observing a given measurement of
the estimators, are then stored as look-up tables for differ-
ent discrete values of kurtosis. Upon selecting a parameter
set p the two relevant sampling distributions encompassing
κp are found from the look-up tables and a linear interpo-
lation of the relevant probabilities returns the likelihood of
the estimator measurements.
4.3 MCMC Methodology and Output Analysis
With the likelihood function (80), the marginalised pos-
terior distributions for each parameter in p are efficiently
generated in higher dimensional parameter spaces by cre-
ating a Monte-Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) wherein the
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normalised density of entries for parameter pi ∈ p in a re-
gion a < pi < b is, assuming that the chain has converged,
the probability that pi lies in that region. To construct the
MCMC the Metropolis-Hastings (Metropolis et al. 1953) al-
gorithm is used to iteratively generate new parameter space
locations p′ from the current location p from a proposal den-
sity Q(p′|p) and then accept or reject the inclusion of p′
according to the ratio of likelihoods r = L(d|p′)/L(d|p). If
r > 1 then as a more likely set of parameters p′ is always
accepted to the chain and the location is updated to p = p′
whilst if r < 1 then p′ is accepted if and only if r > U where
U ∈ [0, 1] is generated randomly from the uniform distri-
bution. When this latter condition is not met then p′ is not
added to the chain and another parameter set is drawn from
the proposal density centred at p. The acceptance ratio must
be balanced to ensure both sufficient exploration of the pa-
rameter space and ability to precisely determine the best fit
regions. In our analysis we adopt ensure that all chains have
an acceptance ratio of between 0.2 and 0.3 in line with that
recommended for higher dimensional models .
With this random walk then adjacent iterations of the
chain are highly correlated and one often requires many it-
erations before a convergence of the posterior distributions
is achieved. The rate of convergence is optimally efficient
if the proposal density is close to that which is being mea-
sured. For this reason the data is used to shape the proposal
density and we refer the reader to the comprehensive guide
in the appendices of Lewis & Bridle (2002). Firstly we vary
one parameter at a time with a Gaussian one dimensional
proposal density centred at the previous chain location and
with fixed width Ti referred to as a temperature. The tem-
perature is then adjusted until the chain has an acceptance
of roughly 50%. We then enter these Np temperatures as the
diagonal elements of an otherwise zero Np ×Np covariance
matrix that forms the intial estimate an Np dimensional
multivariate normal proposal density centred at p. An ad-
ditional global scale is introduced to the covariance matrix
to ensure that the acceptance ratio can be set in the desired
range. After a set number of iterations we then periodically
update the covariance matrix to learn the covariances and
note a significant improvement in the mixing due to the sig-
nificant correlation between for example the density param-
eters. With a multivariate Gaussian proposal density we also
found it beneficial to transform the parameters with appro-
priate log scaling and in line with Charbonnier et al. (2011)
we adopt the following flat priors and ranges,
log10[1− β] : [−1, 1]
log10[1− β′] : [−1, 1]
log10 ρ−2 : [−8, 3] (81)
log10 r-2 : [1, 5]
log10 α : [−1.3, 1.2].
For the final chain the covariance matrix is fixed to en-
sure that the chain is Markovian and we remove a significant
percentage of the initial points as a burn in period wherein
the chain moves to the high likelihood region.
To assess the mixing and convergence of the output
chains we perform a number of visual and statistical tests.
Trace plots of the walks indicate the quality of mixing and
we verify this by calculating the auto-correlation function.
The convergence length of the chain is defined as the max-
imal lag amongst all parameter chains at which the auto-
correlation function dips below 0.5. Typical convergence
lengths are about 25 though for some they extend to 50 and
we use this number to thin the chains before analysis such
that each entry is approximately independent. As a mini-
mal requirement we set one condition that the total length
of the chain is at least two thousand times the correlation
length with total chain lengths of order 105 iterations. Plots
of the running median and quantiles are used to visually
assess the convergence. With simulated data, for which we
have the benefit of knowing the true underlying values, we
did not (due to resource and time restraints) run multiple
chains for every data set which is the best indicator of con-
vergence. Such a test was carried out with parallel chains
with different starting locations for data sets B and G (see
section 5) and we found that each parameter had a Gelman-
Rubin test value (Gelman & Rubin 1992) in the final chains
of R < 1.03. For a real data set this would be a necessary
practice when one has no guarantee that the chains have
found the regions of highest likelihood.
From the chains we are able to construct probability
distributions and thus confidence intervals for a number of
interesting physical quantities such as the core radius (70)
and the logarithmic mass slope Γ. Calculation of these quan-
tities are calculated for each value of iteration of the chain.
The median values of these new chains then correspond to
best estimates and one may use fractiles to determine the
central confidence intervals, i.e if 95% of Γ values in the
chain lie between Γu and Γd then these become the 95%
central confidence intervals.
5 APPLICATION TO SIMULATED DWARF
SPHEROIDAL GALAXIES
5.1 Simulated dSph Input Parameters
Recently kinematic surveys (Walker et al. 2009) of the clas-
sical dSphs have expanded the number of velocity measure-
ments to the order of 103 which reduces the fourth order
statistical errors to more tolerable levels. To test the statis-
tical method described in Section 4 we generate simulated
data sets with known parameters and see how well they are
recovered. For comparison the same data sets are analysed
without reference to the kurtosis. In this second order anal-
ysis the full likelihood function (80) is reduced to,
Lσ(d|p) =
Nr∏
i
Sσ(σ̂2i |σ2p(Ri), κ = 3). (82)
With a key motivation of the analysis being to distinguish
between shallow profiles with extended cores and those with
steeper inner slopes that within the Einasto family are
the best approximation to a cusped NFW-type profile, we
choose two different sets of parameters (Table. 1) to exhibit
these properties. Each has a DM density described by the
Einasto profile and constant anisotropy parameters β and
β′ which crucially are allowed to freely vary thus provid-
ing the most general description of anisotropy from a Jeans
analysis to date. Additionally we sought to choose parame-
ters that yielded realistically flattish dispersion profiles that
are difficult to distinguish with the variance data alone. By
choosing parameter sets with distinct anisotropy, which for
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Table 1. Simulated Data Parameters
Data set β β′ ρ−2 [Msolpc−3] r−2 [kpc] α
Shallow A-D 0.25 0.2 0.05 1 3.5
Steep E-H -0.7 -0.6 0.06 0.6 0.3
the parameterisations chosen has a particularly pronounced
effect at the centre of the galaxy, we optimistically gave the
fourth order method more chance to distinguish the two. As
limited sampling is the dominant source of uncertainty four
independent data sets are drawn from each set to explore
this effect with A-D from the shallow and E-H from the
steep parameter sets. Each data set comprises 2000 tracers
in line with the largest data sets (Fornax ≈ 2400, Sculptor
≈ 1400) currently available for dwarf spheroidal LOS stel-
lar velocity data. For all data sets a Plummer profile with
half-light radius rp = 575pc is assumed and used to generate
the LOS radial coordinates for each star Ri. To generate the
velocities we calculate the line of sight variance and kurtosis
profiles corresponding to the relevant parameters in Table.
1 which for each star will yield the relevant values σ2p(Ri)
and κp(Ri). From these we then draw each stars velocity
vi from the distribution F(v|σ2p(Ri), κp(Ri)) by selecting a
uniform random number and inputting it into the inverse
cumulative density function of F . To simulate the possible
discrepancy that may arise from estimating F incorrectly, we
draw samples for the data sets from the Gaussian superpo-
sition functions in (Appendix B and Fig.7) whilst assuming
the Pearson form for the sampling distributions S used in
the likelihoods (80) and (82). Experimental error velocities
distributed by a Gaussian of width δ = 0.22σ, in line with
Fornax (Amorisco & Evans 2012b) are then added to the
samples for the final data set.
Figs. 8 and 9 show the sample moments of the binned
simulated data sets and the considerable scatter from lim-
ited sampling and experimental error about the curve cor-
responding to the input parameters. The errors are rep-
resentative of the sampling distributions which are gener-
ated solely from the parameters p and no reference to the
data. The experimental errors systematically increase the
predicted dispersion and smear out the kurtosis to Gaus-
sianity with decreases to the leptokurtic shallow parameter
curve and increases to the platykurtic steep counterpart.
The smaller uncertainty in sample kurtosis from platykur-
tic parent distributions (increasingly red in Fig. 7) results
in a smaller scatter amongst the steep galaxies E-H which
also benefit from a flatter kurtosis profile that minimises
the radial information lost from only having ten radial bins.
The distinct choice of anisotropy parameters, to which the
kurtosis is particularly sensitive, appears visually to offer a
distinction between the two parameter sets in spite of the
large sampling uncertainties.
5.2 MCMC Results
For each simulated dwarf galaxy the MCMC analysis was
performed as described in Section 4 for parameters p =
{β, β′, ρ−2, r−2, α} varying freely in the ranges (81).
Rather than plotting the posterior distributions for the
individual density parameters we calculate the mass slope
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Figure 8. Simulated galaxies with extended cores: Moment es-
timators (76) and (77) are plotted for galaxies A-D for 10 radial
bins of 200 stars. The black curves show the line of sight disper-
sion σ2p(R) and kurtosis κp(R) as calculated from (16) and (17)
with the solid line corresponding to the shallow parameters (see
Table.1) from which the data A-D are generated and the dashed
line showing for reference the steep parameter set (from which
E-H are generated). The error bars show the median (central cir-
cular data point), 68% and 95% confidence intervals derived from
the sampling distributions S pertaining to the shallow parameter
set and solid black curve.
Γ = d lnM/d ln r for each element of the chain and over
a range of radii. These Γ chains are then sorted and the
quantiles used to determine the confidence intervals at each
radius. Mass slope plots, which indicate whether a galaxy ex-
hibits core-like Γ(R→ 0) = 3 or cusp-like Γ(R→ 0) = 2 be-
haviour at the centre, enable a direct comparison with mea-
surements obtained with analysis of multiple populations
(Walker & Penarrubia 2011) that place strong constraints
in this regard. This aspect of the degeneracy problem is at
the heart of the motivation for this paper with implications
for the expected flux of DM in indirect detection and ten-
sions with ΛCDM simulations. We also highlight the impact
of incorporating the kurtosis on the anisotropy parameter β
which is poorly constrained in a dispersion-only analysis.
The first reassuring result is that the MCMC analysis
recovers the true parameters within the stated 95% confi-
dence intervals every time with the notable exception of the
second order treatment of galaxy C for which the galax-
ies extended core is completely excluded. On studying Fig.
8 we see that the cluster of variance measurements below
four hundred parsecs all lie above the median value and
thus by chance favour a downturned dispersion curve with
tangentially biased anisotropy which is clear in Fig. 11. In
the fourth order analysis however the leptokurtic sample
points come to the rescue and in spite of the anomalous vari-
ance measurements the MCMC faithfully recovers the input
value. This highlights the role of the kurtosis as a consis-
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Figure 10. Mass slopes of shallow (extended core) galaxies A-D: The top panel shows the median (solid blue line) and 68% (green)
and 95% (yellow) confidence regions returned by the MCMC output for the dispersion only analysis with (82) whilst the bottom panel
shows the MCMC output with the additional kurtosis information and full likelihood (80). The dashed red line indicates the mass slope
derived from the shallow input parameters (Table. 1) from which datasets A-D are generated and for reference in dotted red is the steeper
parameters from which data sets E-H are generated.
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Figure 11. Second order anisotropy β of data sets with shallow input parameters A-D: Posterior distributions of the anisotropy parameter
are shown for the dispersion only MCMC analysis (blue solid) and dispersion-kurtosis joint analysis (green dashed). The true value of β
from which the data are generated is indicated by a solid red line.
tency check as means to improve the accuracy as well as
the precision of the analysis. As a caveat however we note
that this analysis with only 10 variance measurements is
not competitive with the most recent dispersion-only anal-
yses in the literature for which the use of 30 or 40 radial
bins to measure the variance is a statistically viable way
to eliminate these resolution effects. In a converse situation
galaxy A has a cluster of unexpectedly low measurements of
kurtosis which explains why the fourth order fit is not only
worse than its second-order counterpart but less precise. In
this instance though the joint analysis MCMC still returns
the true value (albeit just about) within the 95% confidence
bands. For the more uniformly spread B and D galaxies we
see that the considerable improvement in precision of the
anisotropy is accompanied by an improvement in precision
of Gamma wherein the fourth order breaks the degeneracy
between the two parameter sets favouring the extended core
to a high significance.
A study of the steep profile shows a considerable en-
hancement in precision. In this instance however we see that
this is echoed in the second order analysis and thus suggests
that the parameters chosen either do not yield a sufficiently
flat dispersion profile to recreate the degeneracy inherent to
real dSphs or that generating and fitting the data from a lim-
ited range of einasto profiles and constant anisotropy is not
realistically varied. The fourth order analysis again improves
the precision which breaks the degeneracy for galaxy E. In
the other galaxies however the precision seems to be overes-
timated and the median value regularly underestimates the
true value in Fig. 12. This less reliable estimate could be
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Figure 12. Mass slopes of steep (cusp-like) galaxies E-H: Key as per Fig. 10 but to highlight the behaviour at the centre of the galaxy a
log scale is used for the horizontal axis. In this instance the dashed line corresponds to the steep parameters with the dotted line showing
the shallow parameters for comparison.
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Figure 13. Second order anisotropy of galaxies E-H: Key as per Fig. 11.
a result of the long tails in the posterior distributions for
steep density profiles which we confirm from the analysis in
Charbonnier et al. (2011) for which higher quantiles takes
longer to converge and which are less well described with a
Gaussian proposal density.
In conclusion we find that the fourth order method re-
turns the true anisotropy and density parameters within
95% confidence in all but one instance (galaxy H) which falls
just outside at small radii. This is in contradiction to the sec-
ond order analysis that, though perhaps weakened relative
to the best analyses in the literature due to fewer radial
bins, is more susceptible to spurious statistical fluctuations
from limited sampling. In three instances, with arguably the
largest and most uniform scatter, the fourth order method
breaks the degeneracy between profiles with extended and
very short length cores that mimic NFW profiles at all but
the smallest radii. In analyses of real data no dispersion-only
Jeans analysis has demonstrated a significant exclusion of
vanishingly small or extended cores and thus the simulated
data sets (B,D and E) wherein this is true are arguably the
most realistic. It is these simulated galaxies that gain most
from the inclusion of the kurtosis.
6 DISCUSSION
The Jeans analysis is extremely useful in identifying the
gravitational potential from the line of sight velocities of
stars moving in that potential and is used to learn more
about many different kinds of astrophysical objects. The
information obtained in this way is limited by degenera-
cies which exist as a result of our ignorance of the velocity
anisotropy within the stellar tracer populations. Following
 Lokas (2002) we looked not only at the width (2nd moment
of velocity) of the stellar velocities but also their kurtosis
(ratio between 2nd and 4th moment) in a bid to break some
of these degeneracies. With increasingly large samples we
are also motivated to consider the higher order moments
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 9. Simulated galaxies with steep density profiles: Key as
per Fig.8 but with galaxies E-H generated by the steep parameter
set with corresponding errors. Again the solid black line shows
those parameters from which the data is generated and the dashed
line shows the alternative for reference.
because the assumption of Gaussianity is inconsistent with
an equilibrium solution.
A major problem with utilising the two fourth order
Jeans equations however is that without additional infor-
mation about the fourth moments then the system is un-
der constrained, i.e there is no unique prediction for the
fourth moment of the LOS velocity distribution given the
anisotropy parameter β(r) and density ρ(r) alone. In the
literature this has been addressed by assuming a particular
form for the distribution function such as the separable aug-
mented density wherein the ratio of fourth order moments is
correlated with β the ratio of second moments. The nature
of this assumption is, from a physical standpoint, arbitrary
and restricts the range of solutions such that systems with
tangentially biased variances (β < 0) must necessarily have
tangential velocity distributions with flatter tops than their
radial counterparts.
In this paper we have presented a new mathematical
framework for calculating the higher order moments of the
Jeans equation based upon introducing an analogue of the
Binney Anisotropy parameter at each higher order and we
have demonstrated that this determines the complete set of
solutions to the Jeans equation at each order. At fourth or-
der it is shown that the introduction of the analog β′ allows
for a free variation of the shape parameters with β′ > 0
naively implying a more flat topped tangential distribution
and β′ < 0 implying a more flat topped radial distribution.
With the fourth order anisotropy β′ as an independent pa-
rameter one can scan the entire range of distribution func-
tions in a likelihood analysis and we show that not only
is the necessary extension to the Jeans equations and pro-
jected moments straightforward but by design the separable
augmented density system is the limiting case β′ = β.
With no a priori intuition for a correlation between the
anisotropy parameters β′ = f(β) however the degeneracy
problem is not guaranteed to be improved as the additional
free parameter simply introduces a new degeneracy in the
kurtosis measurement. To test whether this new degeneracy
was as affecting as its notorious second order counterpart
we developed a method to compare the constraints on den-
sity parameters for eight simulated dwarf spheroidal data
sets with sample size, experimental errors and stellar sur-
face density comparable to Fornax the largest existing data
set. Einasto profiles were assumed for the density of dark
matter with four A-D exhibiting an extended inner core and
the other four E-H having a vanishing core that mimics an
NFW at resolvable distances from the galactic centre. Un-
der the assumption of constant anisotropy β and for the first
time introducing an independent constant β′ to minimally
close the fourth order Jeans equation we performed a tra-
ditional dispersion-only and dispersion-kurtosis analysis of
the simulated data to monitor the relative performance in
recovering the input density parameters.
The mass slopes corresponding to the input parame-
ters were recovered inside the 95% confidence intervals for
the MCMC output in seven out of eight dispersion-only
and dispersion-kurtosis analyses for different data sets which
demonstrates that the likelihood developed in Section 4 pro-
vides an accurate account of the uncertainties. Whilst the
outlier for the dispersion-kurtosis is marginally excluded the
dispersion-only outlier completely excludes the input core
parameters. This anomaly is however rectified with the joint
analysis which emphasises that an additional reference to
the data can help to reduce spurious sampling effects. As
expected the anisotropy parameter β was more tightly con-
strained for all data sets.
In six out of eight data sets the constraints on the mass
slope are tighter for the joint analysis with one of these ex-
ceptions being the dispersion-only outlier discussed above.
For the most realistic cases where the limited sampling
caused a scatter that completely obscured the anisotropy
and mass slope with a dispersion-only analysis (B, D and
E) the inclusion of the kurtosis was particularly effective
and the degeneracy between the extended and vanishing core
parameters was broken. Whilst a detailed investigation with
other parameterisations is required to confirm this finding it
provides strong motivation for further study into the higher
order Jeans analysis and demonstrates that even a freely
varying fourth order model could prove more constraining
than a second order analysis that makes an assumption with-
out reference to the fourth order data.
Ideally we would like to test how constraining the addi-
tional fourth order information is in the case where we allow
the relationship between β and β′ to vary to a greater or
lesser extent. It would also be interesting to try and use the
results of N-body simulations to motivate physical choices
for the relationship between the two anisotropy parameters.
We are working on all these issues and hope to present new
results for real dwarf spheroidal data sets in the near future.
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APPENDIX A: ORDER DEPENDENCE OF
MOMENT RATIOS IN THE ISOTROPIC
SYSTEM
Let’s assume that the center of the galaxy lies in the positive
z-direction for a sphere with corresponding polar angles (0 ≤
ǫ1 ≤ π, 0 ≤ ǫ2 ≤ 2π) centered at the stellar position such
that the radial velocity is treated as vz and the angular
velocities as vx and vy . We may thus write,
vθ = v sin ǫ1 cos ǫ2 (A1)
vφ = v sin ǫ1 sin ǫ2 (A2)
vr = v cos ǫ1 (A3)
where v is the total stellar velocity v2 = v2r +v
2
θ +v
2
φ and we
note that vt = v sin ǫ1. The moments may thus be expressed
as,
v2pr v
2q
t = v
2(p+q) cos2p ǫ1 sin2q ǫ1 (A4)
such that to calculate the moment ratios at 2nth order it is
sufficient in the isotropic case to consider only the angular
contribution Ω = cos2p ǫ1 sin2q ǫ1. Performing the average
over all solid angles we integrate dΩ = −d(cos ǫ1)dǫ2 with
the uniform probability distribution P (cos ǫ1, ǫ2) = 1/4π,
Ω =
∫ π
0
∫ 2π
0
P (cos ǫ1, ǫ2) cos
2p ǫ1 sin
2q ǫ1 sin ǫ1dǫ1dǫ2
=
1
4π
∫ 2π
0
∫ 1
−1
cos2p ǫ1 sin
2q ǫ1d cos ǫ1dǫ2 (A5)
=
1
2
∫ 1
−1
X2p(1−X2)qdX.
The ratio of tangential moments at fixed order is thus,
ma,b
mc,d
=
a!
d!
Γ(a+ 1
2
)
Γ(c+ 1
2
)
(A6)
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where we have used the compact notation (54) and the fact
that for moments of equivalent order a + b = c + d. The
expression is simplified further for adjacent (a = c− 1, b =
d + 1) moment ratios wherein the shift property of gamma
functions may be exploited,
mp,q
mp+1,q−1
=
2q
2p+ 1
. (A7)
Radial moment ratios may then be expressed as the product
of adjacent moment ratios,
mn−q,q
mn,0
=
q−1∏
i=0
mn−q+i,q−i
mn−q+i+1,q−i−1
(A8)
=
q∏
k=1
k
(n− q − 1
2
+ k)
=
q!
(n− q + 1
2
)q
(A9)
and we note crucially that the order dependence of the
isotropic system is the same as that of the separable aug-
mented density system. This factor will be used to gener-
alise the factor of 1/2 present in the second order Binney
anisotropy parameter.
APPENDIX B: PARENT DISTRIBUTIONS
PARAMETRISED BY VARIANCE AND
KURTOSIS
In the course of the analysis we aim to generate velocity
samples from distributions with a range of different variance
and kurtosis for the purpose of creating simulated data and
bootstrap sampling distributions. For this purpose we use
the Pearson family of distributions and a superposition of
Gaussians both of which have simple analytic moments that
make a simple basis for parameterisation.
B1 Pearson Distributions
To model leptokurtic distributions with super-Gaussian kur-
tosis κ > 3 we employ the Pearson type VII distribution
function,
P7(v|α,m) = Γ(m)√
πΓ(m− 1
2
)α
(
1 +
v2
α2
)−m
(B1)
where Γ(x) is the Euler gamma function and the shape pa-
rameters α andm are related to the variance σ2 and kurtosis
κ of the distribution via,
m(κ) =
5
2
+
3
κ− 3 , m >
5
2
(B2)
α(σ, κ) = σ
√
2m− 3 , α >
√
2σ . (B3)
As the type VII distribution is limited to the leptokurtic
region κ > 3 we use the type II distribution,
P2(v|s,m) = Γ(
3
2
−m)√
πΓ(1−m)s
(
1− v
2
s2
)−m
(B4)
to model platykurtic distributions where the shape parame-
ter s which defines the domain of the distribution |v| < s is
defined by
s = σ
√
3− 2m, s >
√
3σ (B5)
and in this case m < 0 yields physical distribution func-
tions for kurtosis values 1.8 < κ < 3. The lower limit, as
the kurtosis of the uniform distribution, is a natural lower
bound for a measure of peakedness. In summary, we define
the Pearson family as,
F(v|σ, κ) =

P7(v|α,m) κ ≥ 3.05
N (v|σ) 2.95 < κ < 3.05
P2(v|s,m) 1.8 < κ ≤ 2.95
(B6)
where N is the normal distribution.
To generate samples from these distributions we first
calculate the cumulative distribution function Φ and then
invert it via a look up table for Φ−1. A given velocity that
belongs to the distribution is then drawn by generating a
random number x from the uniform interval [0,1] and choos-
ing v = Φ−1(x). Analytic forms for the cumulative distribu-
tion functions of the Pearson family are,
Φ7(v|α,m) = 1
2
+
v
αB(m− 1
2
, 1
2
)
.2F1
(
1
2
,m,
3
2
,− v
2
α2
)
(B7)
Φn(v|µ = 0, σ) = 1
2
[
1 + Erf
(
v√
2σ
)]
(B8)
Φ2(v|s,m) = 1
2
+
Γ( 3
2
−m)v√
πΓ(1−m)s .2F1
(
1
2
,m,
3
2
,
v2
s2
)
(B9)
where 2F1(a, b, c, d) is the Gaussian hypergeometric func-
tion.
B2 Gaussian Superpositions
To test the impact of varying the parent sampling distribu-
tion on our analysis an additional family of probability den-
sity functions is required. With strong evidence for multiple
stellar populations in dwarf spheroidals we consider distri-
butions that are superpositions of multiple Gaussians. The
Jeans analysis requires symmetric distributions and we aim
to build distributions similar to those in Amorisco & Evans
(2012b) with features such as the central dip and turned in
tails that are not represented by the Pearson family. An ad-
ditional benefit is that Gaussian superpositions do not suffer
the finite domain of many platykurtic parameterisations and
allows a test of this criticism of the Pearson family.
Symmetric leptokurtic distributions can be formed from
the superposition of two Gaussians with zero mean and dif-
ferent widths σ2 = Rσ1 ≡ Rσ,
GL(v|σ, b,R) = N(v|0, σ) + bN(v|0, Rσ)√
2πσ(1 + bR)
(B10)
where the relative weighting of the Gaussians, denoted by
constant b, permits an additional freedom. The moments of
the model are simple with variance and kurtosis,
σ2L =
1 + bR3
1 + bR
σ2 (B11)
κL = 3
(1 + bR5)(1 + bR)
(1 + bR3)2
. (B12)
As the kurtosis is independent of the individual Gaussian
variances then given a family of distributions parametrised
by the relative weight b one can map the kurtosis to R
and then draw σ from the desired variance. In Fig. B1 we
demonstrate the kurtosis map to R for various choices of
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Figure B1. Map of kurtosis to R parameter of the leptokurtic
family of Gaussian superpositions.
b. At R = 1 where the variances are equal and as one vari-
ance dominates the other the kurtosis collapses to individual
Gaussian values of 3 as expected. For all distributions this
represents a minimum and thus all distributions of this type
are strictly leptokurtic. With b = 1 however the maximum
at R = 1
2
(3±√5) is limited to κ = 3.75 so more extreme val-
ues of b are required to generate highly leptokurtic samples.
One need only consider values b < 1 due to the symmetry
with the pair (b,R) identical to (1/b, 1/R) and we choose the
distribution corresponding to the solution closest to R = 1
which exhibits the least radical departure from the Gaussian
line shape.
For the platykurtic distributions we replace one of the
Gaussians with a pair of equally and oppositely displaced
ones such that the means are located at ±Wσ. For simplicity
we assume that the variance of the two Gaussians matches
that of the Gaussian that remains at the centre. We thus
parameterise with the variance scale σ, the ratio of mean
displacement to the variance scale W and a weighting a
with,
kPGP (v|σ, a,W ) = N(v|0, σ)+aN(v|Wσ,σ) +N(v| −Wσ, σ)
2
.
(B13)
where kp is the normalising constant
kP =
√
2πσ(1 + a). (B14)
The variance and kurtosis of this distribution then follow,
σ2P = (1 + ζW
2)σ2 (B15)
κP =
3 + ζW 2(6 +W 2)
(1 + ζW 2)2
(B16)
where we employ the shorthand ζ = a/(1 + a).
Fig. B2 shows the one to one mapping of kurtosis to W
which has the analytic inversion,
W 2 =
ζ(3− κ) +√ζ(3ζ − 1)(3− κ)
ζ(ζκ− 1) (B17)
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Figure B2. Map of kurtosis to W parameter of the platykurtic
family of Gaussian superpositions.
To close the system we choose b = 0.05 and a = (32− 9κ)/5
as a small value of b permits large leptokurtosis whilst the
more complicated form for a enables both flat topped dis-
tributions at low kurtosis and a smooth convergence to the
Gaussian distribution as the kurtosis tends to κ = 3. The
result which is illustrated in the bottom left of Fig. 7 bears
a resemblance to those distributions in Amorisco & Evans
(2012b) which stem from the constant anisotropy phase
space distribution of the isothermal sphere.
To sample from the distributions we derive the cumu-
lative distribution functions,
ΦL(v|σ, b,R) = 1
2
+
Erf
(
v√
2πσ
)
+ bRErf
(
v√
2πRσ
)
2(1 + bR)
(B18)
ΦP (v|σ, a,W ) = 2Φn(v|0, σ) + aΦn(v|Wσ, σ) + aΦn(v| −Wσ, σ)
2(1 + a)
.
(B19)
where Φnis the cumulative distribution function of the stan-
dard Gaussian.
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